Greetings to all our Family in Satan!

Well, again I come with something. It’s not the ordinary, but it’s great. It’s about time we roll together to see something. So, join with me.

Now if you look around you there is much sadness indeed. There is also much despair in people, especially those hopelessly dependent upon the enemy.

Even their momentary pleasures are based on hard toil and blood, and they pay high prices for these. All of these are also fake and artificial. They are just a removeable result from a pleasurable action. But fun comes in making this happen.

Leaving all these weaklings aside, just remember something. While things may be serious and life may be hard on you, just remember we have the most Powerful God there ever was. Remember that you dedicated to Satan, Himself. Now one must treat this accordingly. Satanism is fun. Advancing is fun, power is fun and also, wrecking the enemy slave oligarchy from the comfort of your couch is also fun.

I mean it’s worth smiling about. Joy is Power. Joy of Satan. This is not misery loves company or my little angry teenager teddy dream soap opera. However dire the situation is, we know how much is at stake. But we are on the arms and smiling, like our Brothers from the old times who even did so at impossible odds.

Because that’s the spirit of it all. Satan is the God of the impossible and the all-possible. We come here as the enemies of this eternal gloom, to bring Eternal happiness to Humanity. We bring freedom.

I know of those free wolves who have healed of the damages of the enemy chains, and they want revenge. Of course, rage is also fun. So, damage the enemy spiritually and rejoice in it, for we are bringing about our own times. And once resettled, there is no going back to this mess. Be pragmatic, and remember that happiness is really within. Correct what is mistaken, fix what is broken and let go for one time. So, let it shine and as you go, outshine the enemy.
Misery and tears aren't going to solve anything and these are for stupid xians who are subjected to the jewtrix without any ability to escape. Complaints neither help. To be strong is to be joyful too. So, when you are joyful, chances are you are good. Don't let anyone ruin this for you as this is what Satan gives to us. It's a gift reserved for his beloved children. It's an inner world of happiness and beauty. Nobody unworthy can see this garden.

Are you having enough fun wrecking the enemy? Seeing them losing their wars just some years before they got all they struggled for? Do you laugh when others don't have any clue and you know what to do? Do you laugh loud and without any mercy? Do you smirk when we are shaping something new out of these ashes?

Then we be riding good. Slothz Riderz for life.

Satan is not a God of misery. Satan is a Smiling God. Always in our hearts and minds as the source of all positive and all-powerful joy.

Slothz ridin' to eternity.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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